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Notes from the 'Notes'




collation + annotation from the Viridian Notes






on Viridian aesthetic




There are two approaches to the problem of establishing a  Viridian aesthetic:  the top-down approach, and the  bottom-up.  The top-down method consists of issuing historical analogies, broad statements of principle, sweeping aphorisms, and so forth, and trawling these verbal devices over the landscape in the hope that they will net something useful.




The bottom-up approach relies on assembling specific examples, whose aggregate might suggest an  emergent future sensibility.




Since we Viridians have an expiration date looming, we will try both approaches at once.




[Subject:  Viridian Note 00005:  Viridian Aesthetics]






involuntary parks




The concept of the “Viridian Involuntary Park” was first broached in Viridian Note 00023. (See also Notes 00128, 00139, 00166, 00185, 00234, 00242, 00269.)


	 Viridian Note 00023: The World Is Becoming Uninsurable, Part 3


	 Viridian Note 00242: German Involuntary Park


	 Viridian Note 00166: Chernobyl Wildlife Park


	 Viridian Note 00234: Korean Involuntary Park


	 Viridian Note 00287: rocky_flats_wildlife_refuge.html


	 Viridian Note 00185: Disgorging Glaciers


	 Viridian Note 00269: Savannah Ecology Lab


	 Viridian Note 00423: Korean Involuntary Park






Sign up for eco-tourist jaunts to Chernobyl. http://www.travel-tour.com.ua/eng_tours_2.html






eco-technologies




“Eco-technology is where one uses the information that's encoded in natural systems to design and build technologies with the efficiencies and complexities of nature's 3.8 billion years of experimentation.” John Todd




using living systems for industrial tasks http://livingmachines.com/ and http://www.oceanarks.org/




BioMimicry, nature as inspiration and measure design http://biomimicry.net/






climate change




up the ante.. “Why Global Warming Would be Good for You” http://www.stanford.edu/~moore/Boon_To_Man.html






design / practice


	 eco-effectiveness http://www.mbdc.com/c2c_ee.htm


	 david suzuki http://davidsuzuki.org/


	 Buckminster Fuller had a thing or two to say on the topic. .. http://www.bfi.org


	 http://www.ecodesign.org/


	 http://www.gbn.com/biofutures


	 http://www.saffo.com/sensors.html


	 http://www.symyx.com/sy_mater-markt.html


	 http://www.arcosanti.org/project/main.html


	 cradle to cradle > http://www.mbdc.com/


	 http://www.indexaward.dk/2007/forside.asp








eco[nomics|logy]


	 http://www.conservationeconomy.net/PATTERN_MAP/noflash/index.htm








reading


	 http://www.worldchanging.com/


	 http://treehugger.com/


	 http://luminousgreen.org/








related




Pierre Bernard / Atelier de CrÈation Graphique http://www.aigany.org/ideas/features/bernard.html




social design notes often overlaps http://www.backspace.com/notes/


	 foundation of the long now http://www.longnow.org/


	 bruce sterling

	 schism matrix http://www.infinitematrix.net/columns/sterling/


	 publications http://lonestar.texas.net/~dub/sterling.html





	 http://www.mindfully.org/


	 http://cocolico.info
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